
Phrases 1-25 Phrases 26-50 

off his ship around the yard 

his sister went close the door 

my happy mother the bedroom wall 

once I went gave some money 

he didn't go turn the corner 

set the table might be late 

round and round hard, long trail 

dress the baby go to bed 

fail the test fine black line 

wash the clothes along the way 

car will start sat on the chair 

always ready to go I hope you 

start the fire clothes are dry 

ten little boys though he went 

was an order at three o'clock 

part was missing second not last 

the early bird water is warm 

the fat cat the little town 

a third team took off his 

was the same pair of mittens 

were in love now getting dark 

can you hear want to keep 

yesterday he came head and neck 

eyes are blue warm the food 

door was open anything to wear 



 

Phrases 51-75 Phrases 76-100 

said the word feel the wind 

was almost lost during the storm 

he quickly thought already had gone 

sent the letter to one hundred 

receive the gift for the week 

had to pay walked between them 

better than nothing hard to change 

what I need being at home 

mean to cry care and feeding 

spoke too late the right answer 

only finished half an interesting course 

afraid to fight voted against it 

wear your coat it all began 

Mr. and Mrs. clean air is 

in the side young and old 

the poor boy was long ago 

lost his book around the world 

was cold outside the airplane flew 

the wind howled without his lunch 

Mrs. Brown said do not kill 

we learn by ready set go 

held the book please stay away 

the front door wont you come 

it was built the paper flower 

in the family was strong enough 

 



 

Phrases 101-125 Phrases 126-150 

fry an egg when you add 

on the ground the dripping ice 

a sunny afternoon broke the car 

feed the sheep watch for children 

the boat trip left all alone 

plan his work to bend low 

the question is broke her arm 

the biggest fish dinner was cold 

return the gum hair is brown 

call him sir service the car 

would not tell in class today 

the huge hill was quite short 

spell a word a tall lady 

a beautiful picture a treat tomorrow 

the sick cat ice and snow 

because a teacher for whom the 

will you cry women and children 

finish the work among the leaves 

toss and catch a rocky road 

the shiny floor the farm animals 

a broken stick my famous cousin 

great amounts of bread and butter 

guess the answer gave wrong directions 

paint the bridge the space age 

in the church the wet wood 

 



 

Phrases 151-175 Phrases 176-200 

the story told across the ocean 

miss the bus a fenced yard 

with his father a winter morning 

the children moved a round table 

reached the land a bedtime story 

with great interest because I'm through 

in the government sometimes I run 

within two feet tried to run 

the beautiful garden rode the horse 

to be done something for her 

the country house brought the salad 

different from them the dancing shoes 

time after time a few came 

has come yet hit the ball 

true or false under the cover 

above the door the open window 

still, cool water store the box 

meet me at in the city 

since we started are we together 

a number of the bright sun 

please state your all my life 

does it matter across the street 

draw the line at the party 

did you remember suit was ready 

the large hen the bad men 

 



 

Phrases 201-225 Phrases 226-250 

sing the note please talk louder 

time is past when we want 

find her room to the bank 

flew overhead ship the box 

at his office his business is 

the cow stood the whole thing 

will you visit a short stop 

wait in line make certain that 

the teacher said was not fair 

is almost spring give the reason 

picture was gone it's almost summer 

the blue bird fill your glass 

grade your paper hour by hour 

my big brother be glad that 

remain there until follow my directions 

glass of milk you have company 

several years ago would you believe 

the long war begin at once 

are you able do you mind 

please change it pass the meat 

either you come try to reach 

change was less next month we 

train the dog at this point 

does it cost rest and relax 

in the evening he sent it 

 



 

Phrases 251-275 Phrases 276-300 

study the book could see herself 

a great fear have an idea 

move your car drop the pin 

she stood outside the wide river 

as for himself her smile glowed 

the strong man son and daughter 

for they knew the bat flew 

every so often is a fact 

toward the end sort the clothes 

filled with wonder king of hearts 

twenty black birds the dark street 

it was important kept to themselves 

became a man minute by minute 

a fat body a loud ring 

take a chance who wrote it 

act right now make it happen 

it will die let's appear happy 

in real life a big heart 

must speak out can swim fast 

it already ended a felt hat 

a good doctor the fourth hour 

please step up I'll say it 

all by itself kept a long time 

had nine lives a deep well 

the baby turtle whose coat is 

 



 

Phrases 301-325 Phrases 326-350 

demand a pencil a tomato plant 

however you want can you suppose 

in this case by the law 

can you figure was her husband 

increase your work just that moment 

enjoy your study my favorite person 

rather than walk a sad result 

sound it out he could continue 

eleven comes next the lowest price 

music in words to serve well 

a human being the national anthem 

in the court may the force 

her system was he rode the 

he will lie is my uncle 

the cause was the labor force 

will she marry in public court 

it is possible I will consider 

I will study it happened thus 

one thousand more was the least 

in the pen she has power 

his condition was made a mark 

she said perhaps will be president 

she will produce a nice voice 

it was twelve must ask whether 

wife and mother was my aunt 

 



 

Phrases 350-375 Phrases 376-400 

if you were a weather forecaster inhabitants of these lush forests 

rain forest is like no other place on Earth dangerous effects on global weather 

give a consistent forecast wear padded uniforms and helmets 

located just north and south of the equator all over the United States 

by the end of the century not an electronic game 

professional teams were formed poets and artists throughout the centuries 

even more accurately reach the crater rim as the sun is rising 

create the tapered form of the mountain ocean to set the sky ablaze 

volcano formed from layers of ash and lava margins of his notes 

interfere with your learning had gone unnoticed 

restored to their original condition an underground railway system 

more than nine million passengers opportunity to draw 

bricked sides and arches in the trenches was an immediate success 

would be a new, jarring discovery completed about one hundred years ago 

felt a fierce sting on his toe scrambled in panic to the exit 

considered their experience gently coaxed it into a jar 

new attitude toward surroundings promote balance and relaxation 

no special equipment is required were the first to discover 

one hundred degrees Fahrenheit actually travel long distances 

when surface water from rain system for collecting and distributing 

retrieving your valuables pure mineral water to drink 

put her curiosity to work components at an appropriate temperature 

topic for a school research report parts serve different functions 

eventually becoming a lead dancer mattered more than anything in life 

with fancy costumes widely celebrated as a genius 

 



 

Phrases 401-425 Phrases 426-450 

special for handicapped important to use intelligence 

amazed by the quantity thought it had crowed 

appreciate their different qualities invented the machines 

surprises at her anniversary saw antelope in Montana 

share confidentially with a friend protected from the elements 

wearily kept on going a cinch to reach the antennas 

may find metal on planets was flustered at the interview 

shared his umbrella conceited man glowed with pride 

sullenly protected the machine wrote factual compositions 

herds of caribou in Alaska saw a Condor in Montana 

like a shadow of a flying saucer embarrassingly stood up 

invented these machines often flustered by praise 

quality of sunflower seeds wired to the metal part 

crowed early in the morning stretching straight to the sea 

worked at the control panel antennas on every roof 

appreciate all their qualities the machines were invented 

saw antelope in Montana Columbus sailing straight west 

may find metal on planets amazed by the quantity 

important to keep secrets stretching straight to the sea 

special for the handicapped mother sighed incredulously 

planted sunflower seeds embarrassingly stood up 

wrote factual compositions crowed early in the morning 

surprises on his anniversary interviewed the person 

conceited, glowed with pride will prowl around the monument 

herds of caribou in Alaska may lunge at the peacock 

 



 

Phrases 451-475 Phrases 476-500 

fascinating in its humor a taxi to the restaurant 

reading realistic stories sat up on its haunches 

staring at unusual creatures monument luminous at night 

ate shellfish in the restaurant stared at the seagulls in Florida 

sculptured a monument in the park Small creatures scurry away 

a huge buffet after the conference shuffle cards well 

furiously wrenched it will see a peacock strut 

skirt frayed at the bottom supporting the musical show 

standing ovation for the singers panicky after the unexpected event 

music for the evening event wire was insulated 

summary of the conferences no accident in Florida 

fish feeding on algae stretching straight to the sea 

an eel, not a snake reading realistic stories 

caught tuna in the river acted in wonderful plays 

fed on succulent plants sat up on its haunches 

expected an operatic song gave a standing ovation 

vacationers shuffled along saw seagulls fly in Florida 

hunted cougar in Canada panicky after the unexpected event 

listened to fascinating music will watch the peacock strut 

sopranos sing best with live music ate tuna in the restaurant 

taxi waited near the monument could not solve the problem 

an eel among the algae caught some big tuna 

explore ways to solve the problem felt panicky in exploring the skyscraper 

acted on the stage suffering from the fear 

sang operatic songs you have some viable alternatives 

 



 

Phrases 501-525 Phrases 526-550 

requires that you carry heavy equipment experts caution people to choose carefully 

your safety is optimized at least two thousand species of butterfly 

valuable medicines will become extinct endangered animals or plants 

wasn’t an ordinary trip connected to the food 

try to avoid penalties when playing lightning speed by two teams 

evolved into a something special developed as a new version last year 

Early in the twentieth century officials monitor the action 

to the summit during the climbing season cone-shaped mountain 

from artworks he admired geologists still consider it active 

terms refer to of connected cars under rivers or even ocean bays 

covered it with earth the boy realized his mistake 

system is operated by remote control enthusiastically practices yoga 

problems caused by increasing heat your valuables in a security box 

street traffic wasn’t disrupted street traffic wasn’t disrupted 

completely automatic system completely automatic system 

your attention is free for reading your attention is free for reading 

developers began using computer developers began using computer 

a lot of heavy equipment so move quickly the walls were made of canvas 

split the components into three parts crystal-clear, cold-water springs 

company performed all over the world gear can weigh as much as seventy pounds 

hand signals and voice commands to guide trapped beneath the rubble 

suffering from the fear and sadness specially trained to help comfort people 

over surfaces such as unstable concrete cultivated in tropical areas 

studying its every movement soldier with heavy gear 

toxins or dangerous chemicals precious minerals in the soil 

 



 

Phrases 551-575 Phrases 576-600 

important to be waterproof mighty expanse of grass 

covered with magnificent coral medicines from plants 

just a traveler in Arizona pressure of the heavy gear 

ate octopus in Europe suggesting that we herd the cattle 

guaranteed an escape from the desert no servants on the frontier 

thrown by the furious animal aquanaut under water 

breathes through a valve mystery of what was in the desert 

an important creed of the frontier nouns with qualifying words 

gathered eight animals medicines appeared to help 

unreliable to generalize made a generalization 

some unreliable comrades soldier wearing jeans 

the plain was covered with grass makes too many generalizations 

appeared on the ranges escaped to Europe with comrades 

unreliable if not waterproof discovered genuine coral 

gear appropriate and valid horses appeared on the ranges 

hits the flank of the horse unreliable to generalize 

constructed the graph with accuracy proved genuine 

coral seen by the aquanaut saving important medicines 

saving important medicines breathes through a valve 

horses escaped to the expanse held back in Europe 

medicines from plants unreliable comrades 

breathes through a valve coral seen in the ocean 

ate octopus in California a tough, young friend 

saw branches of genuine coral can purchase a recorder 

grazed on the ranges An awesome storm destroyed it all 

 



 

Phrases 601-625 Phrases 626-650 

fused together by melting certain it was Africa 

quivered in the fury of the wind wore clothes with brand labels 

adaptable to any size asked to reserve seats 

not in previous situations dirty clothes in the laundry 

incidentally reported in a broadcast you’d never lose heart 

for the benefit of the poor expect him to purchase a business 

certain to purchase cashews comfortable in any situation 

used no chemicals as additives reluctantly said farewell 

on the eve of the Olympics rode to the crest of the hill 

profit and loss of the business tried to reserve his strength 

arrived at nightfall broadcast the benefit show 

adaptable to any situation comfortable being in any situation 

certain to purchase ingredients certain to not lose heart about it 

expects him to go to Africa will purchase the best brand 

seemed to last for an eternity profit and loss in business 

product was artificially made broadcast the show 

did the laundry at dusk many chemicals in the ingredients 

arrived at the grove by nightfall used the product name 

crest of the hill at twilight will purchase the best bread 

fury of the previous storm Columbus reached America 

tried to reserve his strength somersault of the clown 

processed with no additives dirty clothes in the laundry 

put a recorder on for the song the previous storm showed its fury 

a favorite African legend make it to the crest of the hill 

merchant wished for cash arrived to the place by nightfall 

 



 

Phrases 651-675 Phrases 676-700 

champion on two continents gravel on the country roads 

harvests of the season passed by some old stumps 

munched the bread slowly birthday was a pleasant event 

marooned on an island compass showing directions 

beside a peaceful pond not near the equator 

study of the continents axis of the Earth 

a search for enemies studied the two globes 

sprints to the finish line stored the minerals in boxes 

dates in chronological order suspiciously snooping around 

leader realized the plot was miserable and grieving 

groggily rose to his feet seemed intelligent 

a summary of the events looked with intensity at the globe 

exclaimed while tugging at his sleeve lawyer investigating the case 

mood was one of suspense boundaries at the border 

realized the animal would crush it blueprints of the passageway 

involved a difficult solution humid air of the island 

story was flashback agreed to a common solution 

The solution involves study aluminum usually found there 

glancing at the sunset disturbing the population 

a plot involving suspense scientist studying the species 

giggled at the joke truth about the plant 

many months in the Atlantic Ocean migrates to the island 

both in South and North America boundaries of the desert 

groaned at the smashed window crawled in the passageway 

drilled to find oil with proper limits 

 



 

Phrases 701-725 Phrases 726-750 

a telephone in the apartment ships collided near the wharf 

held steady by willpower research aided by technology 

a vegetarian eating vegetables originated in the New England States 

remembered the date well a greedy teenager 

actually it was only approximation statues throughout the room 

used cameras in the canyons had an unexpected recess 

in a military maneuver dressed in elaborate clothes 

demolished the column surfing on the beaches 

a permanent home in North Carolina settle fighting with dialogue 

rigged up a sail unexpected at an early hour 

embarrassed by the mistake planted trees to grow fruit 

inventor lived in Boston suddenly seeing huge fish 

stretched his hand in friendship was able to recognize his siblings 

pretend to understand the language The basin overflowed 

laughed at the amusing joke known for a special virtue 

simulated with special effects some would earn their freedom 

good climate and pretty scenery flourished in the United States 

listened to the complicated directions forced to remain due to delays 

took part in the dialogue did not recognize the peddler 

found a fossil of a skeleton coasting down a hill 

swampy land near the stream forced to earn a living 

gained its independence in May Christmas in December 

heat from a fiery furnace traveling on level ground 

replied that it was scarce made discoveries by digging 

wore precious jewelry students taking special classes 

 



 

Phrases 751-775 Phrases 776-800 

Pioneers settled near the plateau consented to settle the dispute 

the basin of the large river bottles filled from barrels 

replies that food lacked nourishment Soccer is something like football 

had to make an accurate report saving aluminum cans 

promised to go to his destination radiant because of the score 

saw a terraced landscape a letter in cursive writing 

remained in South America prescription for the pain 

largest peninsula of the continent lifted it by a crane yesterday 

developing new products listen to the toads croak 

since it is automatic dare to defend the settlement 

burrowed into the earth frustrating to the visitors 

crickets in the meadow attempt to photograph it 

attached to his opinions echoes back and forth 

wisdom of the organization deafen with applause 

trusted to provide good answers sitting in the first tier 

hovering over the glacier sighed at seeing their distress 

greeted by a pleasant visitor reflective after the accident 

dare to undertake an experiment scorn of the contestants 

divided the organization squid found in the waters 

applause for the contestants exerted himself to reach his destination 

Oceans are many fathoms deep realized it was artificial 

hard to read the abstract report saw a tornado on the horizon 

Seething water bubbled ran rapidly over the surface 

train rumbling into the tunnel states with similar agriculture 

mollusks and other shellfish communicated with his strong vocabulary 

 



 

Phrases 801-825 Phrases 826-850 

ability to support life things vital to life 

went in a circular motion truly curious about the experiment 

apparent movement of the planets collided because of the mist 

applied force to move the object flock flew by instinct 

characteristics of air suddenly realized it was artificial 

change of direction peak in a mountainous place 

classification of substances a narrator of history 

the definition of condensation will regretfully respond 

tried a controlled experiment organized three companies 

conservation of matter succeeded in bringing comfort to us 

control of variables important to be realistic 

conservation of mass lunged at the enormous animal 

a man of unusual qualities stepped on the gas to accelerate 

one of the swiftest creatures took out the competition 

made their way through the maze the environmental conditions were poor 

regulate temperature with thermostat noticed there had been evaporation 

in the coastal marshes he saw fossil evidence 

knew about their heritage had been driven to extinction 

will pollute the atmosphere ongoing process of science 

cautions on the labels battered by a strong breeze 

ridiculous not to read the signs satisfied to find the antique 

an immense coastal area replaced the battered canvas 

saw hoards of people cared for by his guardian 

studied the atmosphere retorted with spirit 

precipitation was all over the plants headquarters in Michigan 

 



 

Phrases 851-875 Phrases 876-900 

structure of life behavioral change in organisms 

different forms of energy possibility of asteroid impact 

worked on the formula adaptive characteristics 

was not a logical argument survival of organisms 

something of a magnetic attraction volcanic eruption a possibility 

looking for light reflection acquired trait from environment 

gases of the atmosphere good circulation was important 

used the graduated cylinder project the wind patterns 

heat conduction was evident animal nervous systems 

nutrients written on the label atmospheric composition 

found a prehistoric organism chemical properties of substances 

supported scientific evidence classification of living things 

comet movement patterns stepped on the gas to accelerate 

identified her common ancestry conflicting interpretations 

made the confirmation by observation geological evidence appeared 

personal narrative was informative metamorphic rocks on the surface 

textual clue gave the answer planet composition being studied 

transition from one to the other biography was a success 

salutation included in the letter objective outlook solved the issue 

cultural influence was apparent political arguing made it impossible 

specialized languages were needed philosophical assumption 

persuaded the man to read it technology used as a tool 

author used a literary device his invention passed the test 

expressive writing was scored high colonial community withstood the elements 

different perspective is a plus resistance was expected 



 


